AGENDA

8:30 Coffee and refreshments

8:40 Welcome and Grounding Barger

8:50 Accountability Updates Clarity on the state and federal accountability systems at the LEA and school level. Updates and reminders on Dashboard and accountability, CSI/ATSI, Differentiated Assistance. Dialogue and sharing on continuous improvement mindset and data use within our current systems

8:50 Accountability Updates Barger

9:20 Assessment Braney Science (CAST) cut scores and achievement levels; sample score reports; sharing and use of scores; planned evolution of the CAST; Impact of participation rate on Dashboard and other assessment updates

9:35 Local Indicators and LCAP Update Babb NEW TIMELINE for Dashboard Local Indicators! Big ideas preview for the Team LCAP training next month

9:45 Literacy Needs Assessment Benchoff / Pagán Carla and Carlos will take us through the literacy needs assessment that the state is asking all districts to complete. We will discuss how to use this tool to support LCAP planning and Local indicator #2 and in anticipation of literacy grant funds available at the end of this year.

Break

10:25 Countywide focus on SWD: Inclusion and Equity Fauver Through the Inclusion Inquiry Network, we are examining the historical, legal, and cultural forces as well as the research methods that have influenced our current systems and beliefs about how to serve students with disability. Rachel will share some of the big ideas that we are discussing and some of the plans for our next network session. Dialogue about what you are learning and seeing in your own systems.

10:55 Go Around – announcements and requests All

11:10 Upcoming Opportunities

11:15 Close

Next meeting: April 3, 2020
For notes and information

*Publisher display fees generated by the SBCEO Publishers’ Fair provide funding for the meeting room and refreshments